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1.0	INTRODUCTION 
This report to Global Giving presents the progress made by Platform for Labour Action (PLA) in the period 1st January to 31st March 2008 in the implementation of the project on: “Support to Education for orphaned and displaced girls in Lira Municipality”.  
The key beneficiaries of this project are Ugandan girls in Lira municipality who are orphaned and displaced as a result of a 21-year insurgency. The girls lack access to education, are engaged in exploitative work conditions and conduct transactional sex for a livelihood. Displacement has destroyed the social status and affected their psychosocial well-being. This has made them susceptible to STDs and HIV/AIDS. Some of them are heads of their households. 

PLA is a national civil society organization founded in 2000 to promote the human rights of vulnerable, marginalized and undocumented workers in Uganda majority of who are women, youth and children in both the formal and informal sectors. These include child and adult domestic workers, food vendors, transport service providers, garage workers, bakery and fuel pump attendants, construction workers, security guards, plantation workers, water vendors amongst others.  PLA has endeavored to achieve its commitments to these groups of workers through; research information and education, provision of legal aid services, HIV/AIDS prevention and impact mitigation, mobilization into groups and networks, advocacy for their rights, development of community action plans and facilitation of their registration and training. Over time PLA has gained expertise and experience in holistically addressing the needs of these groups and is recognized nationally as a leading player in this sector. 

Our Vision is a society in which democratic values and social justice are respected and upheld.

Our mission is to promote and protect the rights of the vulnerable and marginalized through community empowerment, action oriented research, policy dialogue, advocacy and legal aid in Uganda.

 1.1	 Summary of the goals and objectives of the project 
The overall goal of the project is to educate 200 Ugandan girls in Lira Municipality who are orphaned and displaced as a result of the 18 year insurgency. 

The purpose of the project is three pronged namely; 
	To withdraw 200 orphaned and displaced girls from exploitative work conditions and provide them with education, lunch, school materials and school uniforms.

To offer psychosocial support to rehabilitate these children.


Over view of changes that have taken place during implementation period 

The 64 displaced, orphaned children are now able to read and write; communicate well; and their intellect has developed; their socializing skills have improved and are enjoying  their right to education. 



2.0	   DETAILS OF THE REPORT.
Purpose 1:  To withdraw 200 orphaned and displaced girls from exploitative work conditions and provide them with education, lunch, school materials and school uniforms.

A total of 64 children have been placed in school both at primary and secondary level which has helped them develop and lead normal and meaning full lives as children. (See appendix 1) for list of current beneficiaries.

A total of 500,000/= Ug. shillings was paid as lunch fees for the 64 beneficiaries and one of the beneficiaries Una Lilly has managed to finish with her nursing course awaiting to receive her certificate. The children have also been able to receive scholastic materials like books, school bags, pens and pencils, rulers, geometry sets and school uniforms. These scholastic materials have motivated them to go to school.

Last year in 2007  five of the children managed to seat for their Uganda Certificate of Education and they have now joined Higher education in Senior Five. These included the following: Akello Joyce Auma Caroline, Akello Christine, Amaco Evaline and Achan Caroline.

Purpose 2: To offer psychosocial support to rehabilitate these children.
The psychosocial support for the beneficiaries has been on going especially during the process of taking their measurements for the uniforms and also during payment for their lunch fees at their schools. The Program Officer Lira carries out monitoring visits and she encourages the children to study hard for at least they have the PLA office to support them. The Program Officer has also managed to counsel some of the guardians to these children who have different problems like cases of HIV/AIDS infections.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED 
The system of education is changing where by pupils from primary five on wards are expected to be in boarding section which is quite expensive than these children being in day school.
	There is an increase in the number of children requesting for support especially in terms of paying school fees for secondary education and joining vocational institutions. Boys also feel discriminated against because  we are not supporting them.

Conclusion 
Overall the project is progressing  positively towards achievement of the set goals. The continuous monitoring of the children and continued provision of psychosocial support to encourage them has  motivated them to start believing in themselves.
APPENDIX 1

LISTS OF BENEFICIARIES

No
NAME
CLASS
SCHOOL
CRITERIA USED
1
APIO JENET
P.2
AYEL P.7
Displaced 
2
KIA JANET
P.2
OJWINA P.7
Displaced 
3
KIA FLORENCE 
P.6
ANAI P.7
Displaced 
4
ACAM MOLLY
P.5
ANAI P.7
Displaced 
5
APIO SUSAN
P.4
AMBALAL P.7
Displaced
6
AKELLO CHRISTINE 
P.7
LIRA MODERN P.7
Displaced
7
AYAKAKA LILLIAN 
P.2
IREDA P.7
Orphaned & in child domestic work
8
ABEJA EUNICE
P.5
LIRA ARMY P.7
Displaced & in child domestic work
9
AKULLO BETTY
P.2
AKWANGKEL P.7
Displaced
10
CAROLINE ADONGO
P.5
IREDA P.7
Displaced, Orphaned & in child domestic work
11
AMACO EVALINE
P.7
LANGO KORAN
Orphaned & childheaded
12
AKELLO REBECCA

AMBALAL P.7
Displaced & Orphaned
13
AJOK MONICA
P.5
RAILWAYS P.7
Displaced & Orphaned
14
ATIM SHARON
P.1
RAILWAYS P.7
Displaced & Orphaned
15
ODONGO SAMUEL
S.2
KING JAMES C.S
Displaced & Orphaned & Child head
16
AKELLO JOYCE
S.4
COMPLETED S.4
Child head
17
AUMA CAROLINE
S.4
COMPLETED S.4
Displaced 
18
UNA LILLY

JOINED NURSING Assistant Course 
Orphaned
19
ACHAN CAROLINE

NOW WORKING
Orphaned
20
ACHOLA BRENDA
P.4
ANAI P.7
Orphaned

21.
ACIRO FIBI
P.2
WIODYEK P.7
Displaced 
22
EJANG DILLISH
S.2
AMACH COMPLEX
Orphaned & in child domestic work
23
ACIO PARTRICIA

GREEN CIRCLE NURSERY SCHOOL
Orphaned
24.
AWOR FAITH FRANSES
P.2
ADYEL P.7 SCHOOL
Displaced 
25.
ACIO LONNA
P.2
ANOTHER LIFE P.7
Displaced 
26.
AKELLO NANCY
P.4
RAILWAYS P.7
Orphaned
27.
ATAI SANDRA
P.3
LIRA P.7 SCHOOL
Orphaned
28
AKOT RABECCA
P.3
V.H. PUBLIC SCHOOL
Orphaned
29.
AKULLU DAPHINE
P.3
V.H. PUBLIC SCHOOL
Orphaned 
30.
ACAN DOREEN
P.4
RAILWAYS P.7
Orphaned
31. 
AKWERO LOY
P.1
RAILWAYS P.7
Orphaned
32.
AYO LUCY
P.2
IREDA P.7 SCHOOL
Displaced 
33.
ATIM MIRRIAM
P.5
AMACH P.7 SCHOOL
Orphaned
34.
AKOLI SHARON
P.3
AMACH P.7 SCHOOL
Orphaned 
35.
AMONY JACQUELINE
P.6
ALIKPOT P.7 SCHOOL
Orphaned
36.
AGUTI DORINE
P.4
ELIA OLET P.7 SCH
Orphaned
37.
ALOBO BARBARA
P.2
ALIKPOT P.7 SCHOOL
Orphaned 
38.
AYO KHALID
P.3

Orphaned
39.
AKAO ZIADA
P.4

Orphaned
40.
APIO SERIFA
P.2

Orphaned
41.
AKULLO SARAH
P.2

Orphaned
42.
BIRUNGI ELISABETH
P.1
KARADALI P/S
Displaced 
43.
AWOR EMILLY
P.5
HOFFMAN P/S
Orphaned
44.
AJALO MIRRIAM
P.1
ELIA OLET P/S
Displaced 
45.
AKIDI SANDRA 

ACOTO P/S
Displaced 
46.
AKULLU FIONA

ACOTO P/S
Displaced 
47

AMONG LOFINA
P.3
IREDA P/S
Displaced 
48.
AGOA FIONA
P.3
ERUTE P/S
Orphaned 
49
ONGOM LOUIS
P.1
ERUTE P/S
Orphaned
50
AWOR EMILLY RUTH
P.4
IKWERA NEGRI P/S
Orphaned
51
ADUK MORINE
P.1
LANGO KORAN P/S
Displaced & in child domestic work
52
ALWEDO GLORIA
P.3
LANGO KORAN P/S
Displaced & in child domestic work
53
AMOLO STELLA 
P.5
ELIA OLET
Orphaned
54
AKAKI GETRUDE
P.3
ELIA OLET
Orphaned
55
AJOK OLIVER
P.1
LIRA MODERN
Displaced 
56
ATENG REBECCA
P.2
ELIA OLET
Abandoned 
57
ACAN REBECCA
P.1
LIRA P.7
Orphaned living with Grandmother)
58
AUMA ROBBINA
P.6
LIRA P/S
Orphaned living with Grandmother
59
EMOT DANIEL
P.1
ADYEL P/S
Orphaned 
60.
OKELLO BONNY
P.3
IREDA P/S
Orphaned 
61.
APIO JENNET
P.5
BORORBORO DEMONSTRATION 
Orphaned
62
AKELLO NAOME
P.1
ST.PHILIPS P/S
Orphaned
63
ABONYO LINDI
P.1
ST. PHILIPS P/S
Orphaned
64
ODONGO SAMUEL

ST. JAMES SECONDARY SCHOOL
Orphaned









Some of the stories and letters of appreciation from the beneficiaries

“My name is Samuel Odongo. I am very grateful and privileged to write to you at PLA. Lira is fine. I would like to thank PLA for having helped me in my studies and I now feel like others in school and not like before. I am now striving to work hard for the betterment of my future and thanks for providing me with education and all the scholastic materials you sent for us. 
I thought I would never go to school but realized how God loves me and brought PLA to support me and I can now go to school although at times I do not have pocket money.
I promise to be honest and respectable to my elders. Please come and visit me one day at my school because I will be very happy. 

Yours,

Samuel Odongo.”

“My name is Atim Miriam. First of all I want to thank the almighty father for keeping us up to this moment. Through out this letter I want to say due to your contribution through out P.L.A. office I am alone at school.
I am in primary five at Amach primary school. I am glad to send this letter in order to appreciate PLA for the support given to us. Madam Lilian, I wish you could be able to help us until the higher education level. My life changed because of your effort and I am struggling to do my best. Am now a happy girl who can now go to school, which was not there before.
I pray that God keeps you people alive so that you can still help us. I will never go back to child labour because I am an experienced girl now.
May the almighty God be with you, Amen.

Atim Miriam.”

“Dear Madam Lilian,
 
RE: A LETTER OF APPRECIATION
It’s such a precious time that I would like to take this opportunity and moment to thank God the almighty firstly for having granted us life till now. I really give thanks to God.
Secondly I want also to thank you at P.L.A for the endeavors you have made to see that I have a good life at school. 
Sincerely it has been a very hard task for me to study right from P.1 up to P.6. But it’s because of your struggle that I have reached this far. Therefore I do give thanks for that and your office still remains thanks. Please continue to support us and to visit us.
With all these have written, I do pray that you will answer my request. I want to stop here wishing you a happy time, health, God’s blessing upon you.
Thanks, 

Yours faithfully,
AUMA ROBINAH






